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CH.4.Pl'ER I 
STA TE! .. ENT OF THE PROBLEl i 
Purpose of the Study 
Resi dential treatment centers have been established for children 
vmose emotional problems are of such depth that they require special 
car e and handling. Some children ar e helped by such programs and other~ 
are not helped by the total therapeutic milieu. 
Recording of the behavior and all aspects of the child' s daily act-
ivities has long posed a problem for staff members of all child care in-
stitutions. lhe residential treatment staff constantly faces the prob-
lem of having adequate information on the child ' s behavior available at 
all t:i.Jnes . In an attempt to find an anst-rer to this problem, St·Teetser sej 
up a charting system based on thirty- three items of negative behavior. 
Each child is checked by the houseparents on the items of behavior man-
ifested. Fr om these checklists, two statistical records are evolved. 
The first is a color chart that shows what items of behavior were check-
ed during the vreek . The number of times the items are checked are then 
arranged according to a color intensity scale . The scale ranges from 
white {no days per w·eek) to black (seven days) . The second chart, a 
graph, records the weekly rate of incidence of disturbed behavior. 
In this study an attempt will be made to investigate the differ-
ences and similarities during the first three months of placement in the 
color intensity charts of children who made adequate and inadequate ad-
justments following discharge from S1-reetser- Children ' s Home. According 
to statistics compiled at Sweetser, seventy- two per cent of the children 
I. 
treated are discharged as substantia~ improved and twenty- eight per 
cent are discharged as not substantially improved. This study hopes to 
point ous some significant areas of behavior as recorded on the charts 
during the first three months of placement . 
Questions that are of interest to the writer in this study are: Do 
the children 'Who make adequate adjustments sho1.; some greater degree of 
inner control during the initial placement period? Is there less aggres-
sive behavior exhibited in the adequate group? Is a three month period 
of observation long enough to give some indication of the child 1 s poten-
tial for adjustment? Are color intensity charts of sufficient value in 
investigating the course of a child 1 s beba vi or when not studied 1-ri. th the 
graph incidence charts? Is this method of recording valid and meaning-
ful to this agency and perhaps to other agencies? 
It is the writer ' s opinion in undertaking t his study that those 
children 'Who make adequate adjustments ha. ve a certain amount of sponta-
eous control of their behavior . It is the writer's thinking that those 
children who cannot respond to the total treatment are more greatly dis-
turbed at the time of admission to the Home. Some thought bas also been 
given to the idea that 1-Tithin the adequate group there is diminution of 
the less serious forms of behavior toward the end of the three month 
period. 
Setting 
Studies reveal that where foster home programs are highly devel -
oped, the residue of children in institutions represent the most 
damaged children who could not use a home atmosphere construct-
ively. It is from this residue of severely damaged children t hat 
the residential treatment populations are n~inly dralin••••• Thus 
2. 
residential treatment programs often came out of institutional 
programs for dependent or delinquent children, as part of the 
search for more helpful methods of caring for children vlhose 
real problems had become recognized. 1 
S1-1eetser- Children 1 s Home, as it presently exists , evolved from such 
a situation as mentioned above. Approximately t en years ago, three insti-
tutions, The Children ' s Home of Portland, oldest child caring institution. 
in 1-fa.~e, incorporated in 1828, the S1-1eetser Home in Saco, incorporated 
in 1913, and The Children t s Aid Society of Ha.ine, incorporated in 1905, 
united their efforts to provide a psychotherapeutically oriented resident-
ial treatment center for children with emotional problems . S1-1eetser-
Children's Home residence capacity is forty- two children. The services 
offered by the Home are: (1) Study and treatment for boys and girls shOW·· 
ing emotional disturbances and adjustment difficulties in their min 
homes , boarding homes, school or cOMlllunity. (2) Diagnostic study of 
children on an out-patient basis . 
Sweetser is the only study- treatment home in Haine vri.th a profes-
sional staff equipped to give complete psychological, psychiatric, medic~.l 
and casework services . Only· children of nonnal or superior intelligence 
are accepted for residence. There are no facilities for the care of 
feeble- minded children. Also Sweetser does not accept a child with psy-
chotic or prepsychotic illness . Additionally, children that are considei'-
ed schizophrenic and psychopathic are excluded from admission . It is 
distressing to think so many children in need of help must be excluded 
1 . Nonnan V. Lourie and Rena Schullna.n, "The Role of ·::.he Resident-
ial Staff in Residential Treatment", American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 
vol. 22 (Octo~, 1952) p . Boo . 
from the program. Because of the great expense of residential treat-
ment and the limit ed number of placements in a center, it is most impor-· 
tant that a center whose primary function is that of a service program 
not undertake the treatment of many children whose ultimate outlook is 
unfa vera ble . 
'llie staff as it presently exists is set up to function as folloHs . 
The psychiatrist is used on a consultive basis and when such need 
is indicated works directly vr.ith a child for treatnent or diagnostic 
purposes . All children are seen by the psychiatrist for diagnostic inter-
view prior to admission. 
The psychologist tests each child either befor e admission or as 
soon after admission as possible . The variety of tests given help to 
determine the child ' s mental abilities or disabilities . His special 
interests and aptitudes are noted. 
The psychiatric caseworker plans for ad!nission, treatn1cnt uhile in 
the Home, discharge and after-care of each child accepted. The casei·10rk-
er forms the cormectinc link bcr\J·nc."! -~!te child and the various members o.:.' 
the staff, the referring agency, the child' s otm family and school 3.utho::--
ities . 
The consulting pediatrician gives a thorough physic:" l examination tc> 
each child at the time of admission and necessary medical attention 
thereafter. 
Cottage parents take care of the physical needs of the children and 
the routines of daily living . They offer stability and security in theil· 
management of the events of daily living . 'Ihey have been selected for 
4. 
their character, interest and ability for working with boys and gD:'ls 
in groups . 
In addition to these people, there are the cooks, laundresses , far-
mer, remedial tutor Hho have profotmd influence in the lives of these 
children who have exhibited such difficulties in making relationships . 
vfuen originally incorporated the Home offered: (1) an obse1~tion period, 
preliminary to permanent placeront, for children U.TJ.der an agency ' s care; 
(2) boarding care for children who need group living . During it 1 s ten 
year span of constant efforts tOi·Jard inprovemcnt of the program, the 
Home found it not feasible to continue to offer these services . Both of 
these programs could require exclusive set- u:9s catering to the special 
category of children mentioned. In enrolling Sueetser as a member of 
The Child Uelfare League of America, the League ' s executive director sug-
gested that these programs be discontinued as they 1-rere not compatible 
ruth the function o~ a treatment home and the organization of Sweetser. 2 
~-iethod of Study ~ sources of Data 
At this stage, '\·Te must devote a great deal more thought t o defin-
ing processes, to recording experiences and to careful evaluation 
of what is produced . ';ole have a good deal of information on l.tla.t 
happens in the classrooms and in the clinical situation, but \-Te 
know relatively little about the actual life of the child in the 
cottage and the lcinds of issues that arise ill his relationship to 
his cottage parents and his colleagues . Ue knoH of one or two 
small institutions vlhich have undertaken to maintain complete 
records of the total experience of the child. In most , however, 
the cottage p:trents or the children t s supervisors either do not 
r ecord at all or mer ely report 11 incidents 11 • In general, a contin-
uous day b,y day report of the experiences of the cottage parents 
ui t h the individual child or the total gr oup is lacking . Such a 
2. "spencer l{. Crookes, 11 Letter written to Sueetser from Child 
:Jelfare League of America, Janua:r"1J, 1951. P• 4. 
recording is not an eagy tmdertaking . It calls not only for time 
and therefore money but also for a rtell- defined methodology which 
will produce usable material. Until institutions tmdertake this 
kind of recor ding of what happens and what is dane with a child, 
we cannot think of residential t r eatment as a mature professional 
ftmction . 3 
The above quotation gives sane indication of the magnitude of the 
problem in recording the total experiences of the child in the resident-
ial center. Sweetser faced this problem determined to find some plan 
that insured economy of time and cost yet of good quality and most ir:t-
portant would give adequate infonnation on the child. In January, 1953, 
a system of chart:i.ng -..as put into practice. 'lhe staff decided upon 
ruaking a checklist of thirty-three items of negative behavior. Negative 
behavior seemed to be more prominent and easily recognizable for chart-
:i.ng purposes . Each child Has checked each day by the housepar ents on 
the item of behavior manifested. These checklists were turned in at the 
office at the end of each ueek . Fran these checklists, t1·10 statistical 
records were evolved. The first 1·ms a color chart that showed what items 
wer e checked dur ing the -v1eek. The number of times the items lfere checke:l 
were arranged accord:i.ng to a color- intensity scale . 'lhe second chart, 
a graph, statistically recorded for the per centage rate of the disturbed 
behavior . 
The follouing ar e the thirty- three negative items of behavior upon 
lvhich the child is checked da Uy by the houseparents: 
3. Herschel Alt and Hyman Gross bard, "Professior'l..al Issues LYI the 
Institutional Treatment of Delinquents" , American Journal of Orthopsychi-
~' vol. 19 (April, 1949) P• 294 . 
6. 
'Behavior 
1 . \·lets Bed 
2 . To Bed Disagreeably 
3. Up Disagreeable 
4. Poor Table Habits 
S. Fats Poorly 
6. Profane 
1· Lack of Respect 
::&planation 
Urinates in bed at night 
Slou undressing 
Refusing to go into room 
Hindering others getting to 
bed 
Refusing to go to sleep ,afte·c 
in bed 
Fighting with houseparent at 
bedti!ne 
Talking nastily 
.Jill not get up 
Slou dressing 
Refusing to dress 
Parading around undressed 
Coming to breakfast untidy 
Condng to breakfast ugly 
Interfering with others t ap-
petite by uord.s or actions 
Throwing food 
Eating ldth hands , elbous on 
table 
Spitting food or water 
PJ.L'.ying with food 
Not saying grace properly 
iG.cking under table 
Chin in plate 
Talking loudly 
Keeping track of vmat others 
eat and fighting 
Seems to have too sl".all an 
appetite 
Has food fads 
Overeats 
Fats very slowly 
Picks at food 
Uses four letter "1-Tor ds 
Uses name of God in vain 
Vulgar 
Trios to devaluate houseparents 
in any way 
Telling unpleasant stories 
B. Fi ghting 
9· Dest ructive 
10. Troubl emaker 
11 . Bossy 
12 . Hasturba.tes 
13 . Slipshod ,-Jor k 
14. Refuses to ~vork 
15. Poor Study Habits 
16. Defi ant 
about houseparents 
Ans1-rering back 
SHeari.l'lg at houseparents 
Disr espectful body movement :: 
and facial expr ess ions 
Ver bal quarre-:'_s 
Slapping other s 
Knock- dorm drag- outs 
At tack vri. th a for eign body 
Deliberately breaking others ' 
things and things of their 
own 
Continued accidental br eakage 
Property damage 
Caus:ing the chi ldren to get 
upset 
Do:ing things to get ther11 into 
t r ouble 
Instigating fights bet1-1een 
others 
Teasing; tatt ling-not legit-
i mate complaints 
Orderi.l'lg other children about 
Telling houseparents what t~ 
do 
Actual physical evidence 
witnessed (being caught) 
Not finishing job 
Not carr.ying out instr uctions 
Poor vrork 
Won't vrork 
Deliberately doing job wrong 
Reluctant 
Disturbing others 
Not getting settled dmm 
Do~ng work other than study 
Denial of having· any homework 
Open r efusal to do as asked 
E3tr eme sauciness 
Disobedient- stubborn 
8. 
17 . Tantruns 
18. Sick 
19. Tardy 
20. Stays by Self 
21. Uncleanliness 
22 . Bath Disagreeably 
23 . Unusual Habits 
24. Sexy 
25 . Steals 
Kicking,screaning,crying, 
falling on floor , throt·r.L"l£: 
things, slamning doors, 
spittmg, tearing clothinf 
P- child complains of sickne~ s: 
nurse verifier 
E-child complains of sickne::s: 
nurse unable to locate basis 
for 
I - Injury 
Late for meals 
Late for bus 
Late for 1rork 
Inability tc be at a place 
at time they are supposed 
to be 
. ·ithdraus fron group activity 
even though in the room 
Goes to room frequently,alone 
Goes for i·Jalks almle frequent-
ly 
Open refusal to take part in 
group activity 
Of body, of clothing, of roo~ 
Refusal to bathe 
Deception in bathing 
Upset Hhile bathing 
Nervous tics 
Chewing clothing 
Nudity 
.fearing clothes to bed 
"Peeping Tom" 
Enticing the opposite s~x 
either b,y bodily movements 
or language 
Obscene stories 
Homosexuality 
Hutual masturl:a.tion 
Sexual intercourse 
Verified taking of something 
that is kno-vm to belong 
9· 
26. Lies 
27 . Carelessness 
28 . Truancy 
29 . Nailbiting 
30 . Noody 
31. Cruel 
32 . Noisy 
33 . other 
to someone else without 
permission 
Verified lying-not one child' s 
word against another ' s 
Breaking objects by 111istake 
Forgetful 
Thoughtlessness 
AHkl-ardness 
Runaway 
Ex:plain 
.Jhen these items of negative behavior are placed on a graph, one 
sees an amazing array of colors . As the cottage parents daily record is 
turned in at the end of each Heek, the graph is set up on a weekly basis . 
Each color represents the number of titOOs that the behavlor occurred in 
the course of a 1j1eek . 
Color 
:Jhite 
YellOlf 
Orange 
Red 
Purple 
Green 
Blue 
Black 
The key to the coloring is as follows: 
Days lir the -vreek Item Checked 
No checks 
One day 
Two days 
Three days 
Four days 
Five days 
Six days 
Seven days 
This gives a i·reekly summation of the degree to 1mich the child is acting 
out . Hopefully, the staff may see qtti..ckly :in what \·lays a child is iu-
proving or becoming more ill. The staff holds the optiMistic vieu that 
10 . 
each child ' s behavior 1·1ill register in the lighter shades as he may be 
helped . Fr om this color scale, in looking at the chart, one then can 
see that lighter coloring indicates little acting rihile darker coloring 
points to the habitual use of certain kinds of negative behavior . 
General perusal of these items of be..havior indicated to the writer 
that some i terns were mor e serious than others . Fach member of the profe:~-
sional staff (psychiatrist, psychologist, remedial tutor and caseuorkers;, 
including the director) 1m.s asked to score each iter1 on the resis of 
seriousness or indication of degree of illness in the child . The scoring 
configuration rJas set fror.t one to five , the hieher the nur..ber the more 
serious the item of behavior. The average score obtained from the seven 
ratings detennined the more serious iter~ of behavior. 
TABLE I 
STAFF l1EUB:ERS R.~ TD~G OF SERIOUSNESS 
OF THE .Bm.4.VIOR ITEHS 
Item of Behavior Average Score 
Steals 
Truancy 
Sexy 
!loody 
Cruel 
Jets Bed 
Destructive 
TroubleiTe.ker 
12-sturbates 
Temper Tantrums 
Sick 
Stays by Self 
Lies 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
11 . 
Up Disagreeable 
Eats Poor 
Profane 
Lack of Respect 
Fighting 
Bossy 
Refused to ''fork 
Refused to study 
Defiant 
Carel essness 
Nail biting 
To Bed Disagreeably 
Slipshod for1: 
Tardy 
Pe.th Disagreeably 
!Toisy 
Poor ~atle Habits 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
In doin0; this stt.:.dy the m•iter transformeL. the colors into their 
nur.,erical equivalent of the 2.ctual nur1ber of ti!nes that the specific 
i tern of behavior occurred during the 1·Teek . The behavio!' of the first 
si:;: Heeks of ~lace ent 1-1as compared 1·ri th tba. t of the second six 1·:eeks of 
placeT'"'ent . The charts of the adequate gr oup Here conpared vr.i.. th those of 
the inadequate for differences and sirailarities during these tHo periods 
of placement . The charts of the tHo groups i·Ier8 analyzed in terr.iS o.l 
frequency anc1 seriousness of behavior as scored by the staff . 
Selection of Sample 
In selecting the sa·1ple for this study, intake lists during the 
period, Januar.r, 1954-December, 1957 \vere studied . The uriter .·decided 
that tHo groups of equal size uould be used. Prelirri.nary e.xaJTd.nation of 
some of the cnse records, shm-1ed that the recording o.:ten did not Ll'ldicai.e 
the situation follouing discharge . This 1·Jas particularly true of those 
children tl ;:~t ha0 seemin~ly ma.r.'e C?.dequate adjustnents at the t:i.r·c of 
12 . 
their discha.rge from S'~Teetser . In vieu of this, only those cases that 
the professional staff had specific knovTledge of their adjustments 
following discharge <vere used. Of the many cases revie1·1ed, thirty uere 
finally selected for this study- fifteen children •~10 had ITade adequate 
adjustments and fifteen I·Iho had not. It vlas interesting that the staff 
and records also had more information on a larger number of children 11h o 
had r.tade inadequate adjustments. Fifteen of this group were picked on a 
random basis . There w·ere letters from otaer institutions requesting 
informatio-n on this group children vThich gave us· some knovTledge of their 
situations . The writer had to rely on the mer.10ry of the staff for 
certain portions of the :Lnforrmtion on children that had made adequate 
adjustments following discharge . In some instances there were l etters 
from the children or from relatives telling of their situations . 
Case records were examined for diagnosis at the time of admission, 
situation that led to referral to Sweetser for placement, intelligence 
quotient as determined by psychological testing, family history and 
situation foll01..ring discharge . 
Criteria of Adequate and Inadequate Adjustment 
Adequate adjustment as used in this thesis refers to the child ' s 
ability to handl e his O'Om. problems by hirnself or Hith minimum help from 
other persons . Also the child' s ability to return to normal situation 
such as home (board:ing , or ovm), school and commtmity upon discharge from 
St-Teetser. Inadequate adjustment as( used in this paper refers to the 
child's continuing inability to handle his awn problems and by his be-
havior be it 1vithdra1·m or acting out, evidences need of a controlled 
13 . 
environment beyond the resources of Sl·reetser following discharge. These 
tuo definitions further imply some ability or inability to ma're use of 
the total therapeutic nilieu offer ed at Sneetser-Children ' s Home . 
Scope and Limitations of the Study 
This study will look at one of the cl'l..a.rts used to record the child-
ren 's behavior, the color intensity charts . In a descriptive study of 
the charts, Tibbetts pointed out that houseparents seemed to be reticent 
to check some of the children according to their distinctive behavior. 
Tibbetts further states : 
Part of the resistance factor in checking is due to the human 
fear that if the children behave too mdly, it might be some 
personal reflection upon the ability of the houseparents to 
manage the children . 4 
Though this factor does exist it does not affect the purposes of this 
study as the sane type of marking rrould apply to adequate as uell as in-
adequate . It does not effect the comparisons that t he 1·1riter \dll attempt 
to make . 
Tibbetts points out additional lird.tations of the charting systen. 
The houseparents tended to mark the children quite heavily on their meal 
time and lvOrk habits . 
These are the times of the day when t,e ('',i..lr' : ........ n are most notice-
able because the houseparents are Hith then... There can be 
little doubt , hot·rever, that a good part of the heavy checking of 
eating, table and i·rork habits reflects the preoccupation of the 
houseparents uith those items . The figures resulting are unduly 
large in certain areas for both groups . If the houseparents had 
4. 
and- Color 
'lecordmg 
Center. " 
Roy 1;J. Tibbetts, Jr . ttA Descriptive Study of Grnph- Incidence 
Intensity Behavior Charts in COCiparisan t·rith .Teekly TreatMent 
of ErotionallyDisturbed Children in a Residential Treatment 
P • 108 . 
J.4 . 
recorded as heavily in other areas, the figlll:'es mieht be different . 5 
Some of the behavior charts of the inadequate group of children 
cover only six or seven 1-reeks of place 'lent . Though not covering the full 
three nonths of placement, the cases 1-1ere used as the 1-1riter felt that 
they pointed out definite areas affecting the inadequate adjustments . 
There 1-Ja.s adequate infornation in the records and ·the charts to justify 
the use of these particular children . 
All the informtion that ricl.S available t·icl.s used . Also the indica-
tions of the kind of behavior exhibited by these children -vras quite 
clear. 
5. Ibid . P · 1013. 
ClE?TER II 
T!iEORETICAL ASP~ TS 
An emotionally disturbed child may in his behavior display hostil-
ity, destructiveness, anger , bizarre behavior, an'lli..valence or 1-rithdral-rl. 
Houever, at one time or another , these same symptons may be present in a 
normal child. ~jhat constitutes the difference? 
The behavior of an individual represents the best solution for 
his conflicting drives that he has been able to formulate . Th\l""S 
be:b.a.vior is a manifestation of his attempt to adjust so that he 
may be as comfortable '\S possible . He may be torn by his inter-
nal needs and by the frustration of these needs at the hands of 
the reality 1-Torld. • He may be the victim of an internal conflict 
between opposing needs . His r eactions, regarded objectively, 
are inevitably the result of his attempts to reach, if not peace, 
at least a truce, nsing as · ools his Ol·m assets and those tha. t 
his environment offers him. 1 
Nhen children come to residential treat1 :ent centers, they have already 
evidenced that their solutions for these conflicting drives have met 1·1it:1 
disapproval of those around them. By their l·r.i..thdra't-Tl or acting out be-
havior, the children have had trouble in their homes, the community and 
the school. 
The psychologically healthy, mature individual has found a pattern 
of behavior Hhich permits him to live constructively in his social 
l·Torld. If an individual ' s behavior does not confor m to that l-mich 
represents the l-relfare of society as a whole or if he cannot 
function comfortably in his environment vr.i.thout ener gy exhausting 
emotional conflict, he is 11an emotionally disturbed per son. 11 2 
A great l-realth of documentary evidence exists to shm1 that from birth 
each person must learn to live vTith frustration . Adjustnent to society 
and life is no easy accomplishment . Our residential centers have ever 
l. Irene I ... Jossezyn , Psychosocial Development of Children, p . 8 . 
2 • Ibid . , p . 9 • 
16. 
grovr.ing l·m.iting lists of children who need another environment beyond 
their own homes to help them learn to handle their frustrations. Eost 
residential treatment centers operate under one of three kinds of prog-
rams; service, research and training . 'lhe center may offer a combination 
of tvro of these programs . Sweetser-Children 1 s Hone maintains a service 
pr ogram. Reid has defined service programs as those directed to-vard 
helping children 1.fuose prognosis is reasonably good, -vlhich use present 
knovrledge to serve a maximtu:l number of children. 3 
Thi s study attempts to show so:ne differences in the behavior of 
these emotionally disturbed children during t heir first three months of 
placement at Sweetser-Children 1 s Home . The question is raised why vrere 
these children sent to a residential treatment center. v·Jhat is it that 
the residential center offers that cannot be found in the child 1 s m-m 
home or community'l Lourie and Schulma.n have defined residential treat-
ment thusly : 
Therapeutically directed institutional or gr oup care for emotion-
ally disturbed children in which all possible lm.ys of helping 
caselrort<, education, recreation, planned group life and psycho-
therapy-are utilized and integrated into clinically oriented and 
directed treatment plan for the individual child •••••• The ess-
ence of residential treatment lies in the milieu- in the comple-
ment of adult- child relationships and experiences v7hich can be 
clinically manipulated and controlled in the interests of ther-
apy. 4 
If this then is the function of the residential treatment center, -vmy do 
some children learn to handle their frustrations and others do not. It 
is the i·rriter1s opinion that those children that mke use of this 
3. Joseph H. Reid, 11Adrninistrative Auspices of Residential Treat-
nent11 , Child :·lelfare , vol. 38 (Narch, 1958) , p . 7. 
4. Louri e ana Schulman, ~. cit ., p . 801. 
therapeutic milieu do have some greater degree of jJUner control. ~lso 
that this capacity for control does sholv up in the child' s behavior dur-
ing the first three months of placement . Lourie and Schulman have in-
dicated that the day by day living experiences of the children in the 
residential centers have much effect on them. They ~..ave said : 
Placing a darnaged child with an uncrystallized personality in a 
setting where he has an opportunity for normal gro1tth is in it-
self treatment. Real c.."qJeriences and real relationships come out 
of the process of daily living as it may be planned and directed 
l·ri. th the therapeutic needs of the case . The resident staff is 
the medit.rrn for the reality 1ihich is set up for the child. Accept-
ance, love, relationships 1~th non- punitive, non-retaliatory 
a<::!ults , experiences ·r~hich in their repetition may test out the 
neu reality. These help him to give up his older modes of relating 
to the world~ to try out and confirm neu expectations from himself 
and others . 
~hen the milieu is effecti. ve, hou does this shovl up in the child . Hope-
fully, the child begms to tolerate and handle in a r10re socially accept·· 
able -vmy the frustrations that he may feel. The internal conflicts be-
t-vTeen opposmg needs that drove hirn to react in such marmer reach the 
hoped for truce . If not effective, the child nay continue to need an 
environnent other than his 01111 hone and often beyond the facilities of 
the residential treatment center . 
In investigatmg the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the thera-
peutic milieu records must be kept . Jules Schrager has given an inter-
esting picture of hoH records help in planning for the day by day living 
experiences of children in treatment institutions . 
The r ecorded impressions of child care staff offer a rich resource 
in our understand:ing of many aspects o~ child care m a therapeutic 
5. Ibid., p . 803 . 
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group living situation.... This lY!aterial brings to life the 
over-all pic"'· '·re of the child and enriches our view of his 
capacities for 1ealing with r eality. It reveals him to us as 
a dynamic and constantly adapting mechanism relating himself 
to adults and children in a variety of ways indicative of his 
needs and problems ••• Perhaps the most important use of such 
records is in facilitating communication between persons in 
order to achieve consistency in their vie1-1 and treatment of the 
child . 5 
Sweetser-Childr en ' s Home uses a particular system of recording the type~· 
of behaVior being exhibited qy the children during their placements . 
This system as earlier explained in this paper is based on a series of 
negative items of behavior, all responses to frustration . It is hoped 
tnat the colors on the charts of each child 'trill change from dark to 
light, indicating an ability to handle frustrations . In this paper, the 
charts have been used for a comparison of the behavior of those who 
were able to benefit from the therapeutic milieu with those vJho were 
not. 
5. Jules Schrager, "Child Care Staff Recording in a Treatment 
Institution," Social Case-vmrk, vol . 36 (February, 1955), p . Bo . 
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CHAPTER III 
GENERAL CHARA.C TERISTICS OF THE 
TI·JO GROUPS OF CHTIDREN 
The thirty cases studied l>Tere divided L11to two groups of fifteen, 
those vrho had made adequate adjustments following discharge and those 
who had not . Adequate adjustment as used in this thesis refers to the 
child's ability to handle his own problems by h:iJnself or with a min-
imum amount of help from other persons . Also the child can return to 
a normal situation such as home (boo.rding or orm) , school and commun-
ity upon discharge from Sweetser. Inadequate adjustment refers to the 
child 1 s continuing inability to handle his own problems and by his be-
havior , be it v1ithdrat-m or acting out evidences a need of a controlled 
envirorunent beyond the resources of S1-reetser. 
Description of Group A: Children ivho made adequate adjustments follovT-
ing discharge: 
In Group A, the children ranged in age from seven to seventeen; 
seven bqys aged seven to seventeen and eight girls, aged ten to seven-
teen. The average age for the group was :1.4 . 7 years . 
The family situations of the children presented interesting histo-
ries . N:ine children in this group l'Tere in the custody of the state of 
Ea:ine at the time of admission; two children were in the custody of 
both parents; three children l'rere in the custody of their fathers and 
one child in the custody of her mother . All of the children at some 
point in their lives had been in their own homes . There were five fam-
ilies separated by divorce;one father had murdered his wife and one had 
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remarried following the death of his wife . Of the children in the cus-
tody of the state, all had experienced a series of foster home placements . 
It would be helpful to know exactly how many foster home placements 
there had been , but the histories do not include the exact count . It 
could be determined that each child had at least two foster home place-
ments before coming to Sweetser . 
Even though a child may have made a better adjustment rlhile at 
Sweetser, the situation following dischar ge is of great importance in 
aiding their continued progress . In this group, all children in the 
custody of the state went into foster homes upon discharge, with the 
exception of one child who went into an adoptive home . Two of the child-
ren returned to both parents ; two children returned to their fathers and 
step-mothers; one child returned to her father and grandmother; and one 
returned to her mother. 
In preparation for placement at Sweetser, psychiatric examination 
and psychological testing were given each child. There was one child in 
this group without a diagnosis . Eleven cases 1-1ere diagnosed adjustment 
reactions of childhood; two cases of psychoneurotic reaction and one cas·~ 
in which the child was diagnosed as being more confused than the average 
seven year old and not in good contact vlith reality. Symptoms exhibited 
at the time of diagnostic examination were as follows; ambivalence, 
feelings of difference, institutionalization, lack of friends , confusion, 
stealing, inability to get along, poor marks in school, refusal to obey, 
temper tantrums, easily fatigued and severe situational reaction. 
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TABLE 2 
SYii?TOl-1S UPON ADMISSION 
Group A 
Symptom 
Am bivalence 
Steal in~; 
Refusal t o Obey 
Poor Marks 
Poor Adjustrent 
with friends 
own age 
Feelings of unreality 
Lack of Friends 
,., l"lr>ft's:i on 
Sexual Acting Out 
Temper Tantrums 
Easy Fatigue 
Poor Appetite 
Rebellion 
Inability to Concentrate 
Inabi lity to get along 
ui. th people 
Spells of Anger 
Institutionalization 
Severe Situational Reaction 
~Jumber of Children 
Showing Symptom 
1 
5 
2 
4 
4 
1 
3 
4 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
As the t abl e shm-1s ther e wer e a variety of symptoms exhibited at th~ 
time of diagnostic examination. Symptomatology is indicative of inabil-
ity to handle frustrations . In this group of fifteen children, many 
symptoms were noted in all of the childr en . There were variations of 
combinations . Stealing 1-re.s the symptom that showed in more of the child·· 
ren . Inability to get along 1dth people and with friends orm age were 
quite preval ent . Confusion, poor marks and lack of friends uere also 
seen quite frequently. The area of relating to other people seems to be 
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a very weak one for these children. 
Psychological test results showed that the children's I . Q.' s ranged 
from eighty to one hundred thirty, the average for the group was ninety-
nine . In many instances , the cOOIII!ent was noted that the children were 
not functioning to the full extent of their capacity because of the emo-
tional problems . 
A great deal of attention is given toward helping the children 
leave Sweetser and be able to make an adjustment in community. 
Hany agencies have found that if they are not able to effect suf~ 
ficient change in the child 's behavior and personality that he is 
able to go to a foster home or go back to his home, the chances 
are that they will not be able to do much for him. Too often a 
child under care for a period longer than two years has simply 
made a more or less satisfactory adjustment to the institution; 
has learned to get along wi. th the institutional personnel rather 
than having been helped in his problems of adjustment to normal 
commupity life. The aim and purpose of all institutional care 
should, as we have mentioned before, be the restoration of the 
child to normal community living in his own home or in a foster 
home. Retaining children under care for periods beyond two 
years often indicates that the individual care being given to 
the child is not intensive enough. It is vital that the child 
should have as a goal leaving the institutign and going back to 
the community, making a nonnal adjustment. 
In the "An group length of residence ranged from four to twenty-
seven months . The average length of residence was 16. 2 months . 
The cottage plan for housing as it exists at Sweetser is a unique 
one for an institution. Boys and girls are housed on the same floor and 
in the same building . Six of the children in this group lived in the 
Hain Building, six in Portland Cottage and three in Belfast Cottage . 
5. Crookes , ~' ~· P• 5. 
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Description of Group B: Children ;lho made inadequate adjustments follot- r-
ing discharge from Sweetser. 
In Group B, the children ranged in age from thirteen to seventeen 
years . The average age for the group was fifteen . 'lbere were eight 
boys rang:ing from thirteen to seventeen in age; seven girls ranging 
in age from thirteen to seventeen. 
lhere were six children in this group in the custody of the state a·~ 
the time admission; two children wer e in the custody of their fathers; 
two children in the custody of their mothers (one being an illegitimate 
child) . One child Is parents were separated, as no legal action had been 
taken both parents were responsible. There were four families that were 
in tact. Of the six children in custody of the state, all had several 
.f)oster home placements prior to admission to Sweetser. Because of in-
adequate case histories, there was no exact count of the number of place-
11 ments . Records did indicate that all of these children had more than 
two foster home placements. 
Upon discharge from Sr1eetser, five boys went direct~ to the State 
School for Boys . Of this group, three went directly to the school after 
running away from Sweetser, stealing and committing other delinquent acts 
in the community. One boy r1ent to the State School, approximately one 
year after discharge from Sweetser. He had returned to the home of his 
parents at the time of discharge. It had been the opinion of the psych-
iatrist that the program at Sweetser was not helping this boy and his 
tendencies toward schizophrenia s eemed to be increasing. It rJas felt 
that he should go directly into a more controlled environment at this 
tine . The parents did not agree with this recommendation and tried to 
maintain him in the family situation. The fifth boy in this group v1ent 
to the State School four months after discharge from the Home . He 
hao gone into a foster home following discharge but soon showed an inabil-
ity to get alan~ under close supervision . He began to comnit delinquent 
acts in the co~~unity necessitating his being placed in a more control-
led environment . At the tirre of his discharge from Sweetser, it 1-1as 
the general opinion of the staff that he had not been helped by the 
program. 
Five girls of this group went to the State School for Girls . Of 
this group, three went directly to the School following discharge f rom 
Sweetser. They had run a1·1ay from Sweetser, cormnitted delinquent acts 
during the runaways and indicated by their behavior that they needed a 
mor e controlled environment . Of this group , one girl returned to her 
parents after a series of runaways . She continued to act out in a 
delinquent manner . Approxirr.ately, six months after discharge from 
Sweetser she uas sent to the State School. It had been the opinion of 
the staff at Sweetser that she could not accept a perrr~ssive atmosphere 
and needed more rigid controls . The fifth girl in this group went to 
the State School approximately six months follo1dng her discharge from 
Sweetser. Upon admission to Sweetser, it was noted that she had an ab-
normal Em and there i-laS some serious question as to whether or not she 
could benefit from the program. It soon became evident that hav-
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ing to come in c.ontact with so many children in a permissive environ-
ment did not help her and after a trial period her removal was recomm-
ended . Placement in a foster home was not beneficial to the child. 
Tvro of Group B 1-rent to the Augusta state Hospital directly f rom 
Sueetser. One girl went to the Hospital as she evidenced during her 
placement that she was becoming more schizophrenic in her reactions . 
Hospitalization 't-Tould be more beneficial to her . 'Ihe other girl that 
went to Augusta, 'V1Cl.S first sent to the ~ineland State Training School 
for mentally retarded children. At the time of her admission to Sweet-
ser, her I . Q. was belO'VT normal range . It became evident that she 
could not fit int o the pr ogram. After three months at the Tr aining 
School she was transferred to the Hospital. The one boy that went to 
the Bangor State Hospital directly from Sweetser had a diagnosis of 
simple type schizophrenia . His behavior had become more withdrawn 
and he had written several suicide notes . 
One boy went to the State Reformatory for Hen, four months after 
discharge from Sweetser. Upon discharge from Sweetser, he returned 
to the home of his father . He soon got into difficulty in the comm-
unity and was placed in the correctional institution. One boy was in 
the Veterans Administration Hospital, thirteen months after discharge 
from Sweetser. 
The diagnostic interviews held prior to admission to S1.reetser 
indicated the follarTing categories of illness : six were adjustment 
reactions of childhood; one adjustment reaction of adolescence. 
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There were two cases of psychoneurotic reaction, anxiety type . One 
child was considered a sociopathic personality. There v1ere t wo children 
with personality pattern disturbances and thr ee children diagnosed as 
ha vmg s chizoid personalities . Amont the symptol':lS at the t i."''e of ad-
mission were : ambivalence, stealing, bedw·ett:i.ng , poor memory, refusal to 
obey, lack of friends, difficulty in school, poor appetite, easy fatigue, 
poor sleeping, confusion, running away and terrper tantrwns . 
TABLE 3 
SYUPI'OHS UPON ADMISSION 
Group B 
Symptom 
Ambivalence 
Poor :t-femory 
Stealing 
Bed"t1etting 
Quick Temper 
Refusal to Obey 
Poor HarY's 
Running A vny 
Poor l!.djustr-e'l"!.::. Hith 
f riends omr age 
Profanity 
F~elin~s of Unreality 
Lacv of Friends 
Confusion 
Sexual .\cting Out 
Tenper Tantrurns 
Easy Fatigue 
Poor Appetite 
Sleeplessness 
!Iwnber of Children 
Showing Syrnptom 
2 
2 
7 
2 
1 
3 
4 
s 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
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Of the symptoms exhibited by the group, stealing, running a>.;ay and 
poor nar ks seem to be the rr ost prevalent . In the a t.;r;osphere of the 
residential treatnent center, these symptoms would be rather difficult 
to handle if the children did not respond to t!.era.p-.r offered. 
Intellirence quotients ranged from seventy-three to one hundred 
and nine. One of the children refused to take the tests prior to ad-
rnission . Ho1vever, fro r1 conversation and her general level of function-
ing in everyday life, it seemed that she 11as of superior intellir;ence. 
The a -.rera.ge I. Q. on fourteen children 'I'Ja.S ninety-six . 
In this group, the length of stay ranged fron one to t1·1enty-four 
months . The average length of residence was 7.5 J,·onths . 
In cottage groupin?."s , six children lived in the i:2.in BuildiJlg, six 
in Portland. Cottage and three in Belfast Cottage. 
CoJ,JOarison of the tuo groups 
The total picture of the two groups rrakes an interesting comparison. 
The faP'ily situ.ations of the t "wo groups are very much alike . The ma.jor-
i ty of the ch.:J.dren (nine) in Group A uere in custody of the State . 
Six of the children in Group· B 1-1ere in custody of the State . All of 
these children in both e;roups had at least tuo foster hone pL.1.cements 
before cor.ri.ng to Sweetser. A corvnon factor to all the children in this 
cate~ory was the rejection that they felt in being r:1oved .iro~ one place 
to another. One does note that following discharge from S1veetser, the 
children in Group A were able to return to normal fanily situations 
sone in foster hor.1es . other children in Group A were able to return to 
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cimilar normal situations . All children in Group B eventually required 
furthe r institutionalization . In all instances in a more restricted 
and controlled environment . 
At the time of psychiatric examination, so1::e interesting variations 
were noted . There uere eleven cases of adjus t ment reaction of childhood 
in Group A and six cases in Group B. There were two cases of psycho-
neurotic reaction in each of the Groups . Group B children had sone very 
serious diagnoses, indica tine very darrage 1 children . One child vJas 
considered sociopathic, t~-10 children had personality pattern disturbance~: 
and three vTere considered schizoid personalities. These classificatiom 
indicate that these children were sicker upon admissi on to Sueetser . 
Because of the depth of illness in these children, the outlook for im-
provement was Most unfavorable . As has already been mentioned, uith a 
service program, Sweetser cannot maintain V1_;_c type of child in care for 
the necessary length of tine that -vrould be required to help them . 
Comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that there t-Jas little variation 
in the symptoms at the time of admission . The children in both eroups 
expressed their frustrations in a manner that was unacceptable to the 
conmunity, home or school . 
The most significant figure in the list of general characteristics i:> 
the average length of r esidence. In Group A, the children remined in 
residence tHice as long as the children in Group B. Nine children in 
Group B v1ere tmder care less than four months . !!Xanina.tion of the charts 
shm·1ed that these children ran al-Ja.Y frora the Home for lengthy periods 
of tir.e and the indications were they needed more controlled environ-
ments . In Group A the children that 1·rere in care such a short time, 
indicated by their overall improvement of their behavior that a longer 
period of treatment was not indicated . Also that the group environment 
lvas not needed by them. 
TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF SOliE GEN]RAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE TUO GROUPS 
Characteristics of the Groups 
Number of children 
Boys 
Girls 
A1rerage of children 
Average I.Q. of children 
Aver age length of stay 
Gr oup A 
15 
7 
14 .7 years 
99 
16 . 2 mos . 
Group B 
15 
8 
15 year s 
96 
7.5 mos . 
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CH."..?TER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Some emotionally disturbed chilcr en evidence by their beha vier 
that they are unable to remain in their 01-m hor1e , school or community . 
They need special environments in uhich to live and learn . Residential 
treatnent centers are set up so that all possible •·mys of helpine; , case-
~rork , education , recreation o.nd psychotheropy, a r e geared to1-;ard the 
enotionally disturbed child . The therapeutic milieu affords children 
an opportunit~~ to express their frustrations in a perr:issive, tmder -
st anding at~osphere . 
In undertaking thi s study, the writer examined the case r ecor ds 
and behavior charts of thirty children that had been · in r esidence at 
SWeetser- Children 1 s Home fron January, 1954 to December, 1957 . All of 
the children in this study had been admitted and discharged from the 
Home during that period. 
The behavior charts are a special method of recording behavior 
developed at Svreetser . In the institutional life o:: a ch:i.ld, it is often 
quit e difficult to knm-r exactly hovr a child is behaving in the general 
day to day experiences . As t he t her apeutic milieu tries to give the 
child experiences in love, acceptance and a neH l ook at reality, it 
is inportant to have an overall picture of the child available at all 
times . The behavior charts based on thirty- three items of negative 
behavior attempt to gi ve the overall vieu. 11hen certain elements in the 
pr ocess of daily living are added or subtracted it is hoped that one can 
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::ce the results in cranges of behavior as recorded on the charts . 
As the charts are rnrked by colors, in doing this study, the vrri ter 
transforMed the colors mto their nwnerical eqL.ivalents . For the 
specific nuMber of til"'es the behavior occurred . 
The thirty children dhosen for this study were divided into Group 
A, fifteen children ·Hho had made adequate adjustr:1ents following dis-
cmrge from Sl'leetser and Group B, fifteen children Hho did not make 
adequate adjustments folloHing discharge from Sweetser. The charts v1ere 
studied for behavior during the first three months of placer.tent . This 
three month period 1-m.s sub-divided into two six week periods. Tne 
behavior of the first six vreeks of placement was compared with that of 
the second six weeks of placement. The charts of the adequate group 
were compared rr.ith those of the inadequate group for similarities and 
differences . The charts 1-1ere examined for average frequency of the 
particular items of behavior. Additional e.xamination took into consider·· 
ation the thirteen items that had been scored by the staff as more 
serious and indicating a greater degree of illness . 
For Group B during the first six weeks the average is based on 
fourteen children as one child did not have a chart. Also during the 
second six 1meks of placement, the average is based on t1-1elve children 
as tl-TO of the children in Group B had been discharged as continual run-
aways during the seventh rTeek of placanent . 
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AVZl'lGE NUMBER OF TlltES !ID:I!TIVE BEHAVIOR OCCURRED 
DlJ!\DrG THE FIRST THREE MONlliS OF PLP.CENENT 
Item of Behavior GROUP:. GROUP B 
1st . 2nd. Total 1st . 2nd. Total 
6 :n{s. 6 1-Iks . Period 6 \'Jks . 6 \·Jks . Period 
1. \Jets Bed 0 0 0 0 .1 .1 
2. To Bed Di ~agreeably 2. 8 2.5 5.3 1.5 3.1 4.6 
3. Up Disagreeably 2.0 1.5 3·5 .4 1.8 2. 2 
4. Poor Table Habits 13. 7 18.1 31.8 12 . 18 .6 30 .6 
5. Eats Poorly 2. 8 4.4 7. 2 3.3 3·9 7. 2 
6. Profane 1.8 3.6 5.4 4. 5 6. 10. 5 
7 • Lac,· of Respect 3. 8 5.2 9.0 3·9 5.7 9.6 
8. Fighting 3.5 4. 7 8. 2 2. 7 4.4 7.1 
9. Destructive .6 .8 1.4 . 2 .4 . 6 
10. Troublemaker 3.6 7-4 11.0 5. 7-4 12 .4 
11. Bossy 3-3 4.8 8.1 3. 2 4.1 7-3 
12. :r.:asturbates 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13. Slipshod ~ork 8 8. 9 16.9 3. 2 4.1 7·3 
l4. Refused to ~-J'ork 1. 1. 2. . 9 1.1 2.0 
15. Refused to study .6 1.1 1.7 . 2 1. 1.2 
16. Defiant 3.2 4 .4 7.6 2. 2 5. 5 7-7 
j17. Tantrums .06 .4 .46 1. . 5 1.5 
118. Sick .4 .4 .8 1.2 1 2. 2 
19. Tardy 1.8 2.4 4.2 1 . 1. 2. 
o. Stays by Self 4.4 4 8. 4 3 · 7 1.6 5.3 
1. Uncleanliness .8 1 . 8 2.6 1 . 4 .5 5. 5 
22 . Bath Disagreeably .4 .4 .8 . 2 ·3 . 5 
23 . Unusual Habits . 1 . l . 2 . 2 .5 
· 7 
24 . Sexy . 8 .3 1.1 3. 3.5 6.5 
.25 . Steals 
. '~ 0 .4 . 7 . 2 . 9 
26. Lies 1.1 1.9 3. 2. 2 3.3 5. 5 
27 . Carelessness 3. 2 5.4 8. 6 3. 5 5.3 8. 8 
28 . Tr"· ""'CY 0 .4 .4 .9 .3 1.2 
29 . Nailbiting . 2 . 2 .4 . ) ~ . 9 , ~ . 
0. Hoody 4. 2 3.4 7.6 6.1 4·9 ll~O 
1. Cruel 1.2 1.4 2. 6 .6 2.1 2. 7 
':>2 . Noisy 6.6 9· 15.6 7.1 16 . 23 .1 
Table 5 shovrs the aver age munber of times the different kinds of 
negative behavior occurred during the first tln"ee months .of placement. 
Figures pertaining to Group .\ indicate incr eases duri.11g the second weeks 
of placement in 4) Poor Table Habits , 6) Profane, 10) Troublemaker, 
27 ) Carelessness and 32) Noisy. In the explanation of these items in 
CHAPTER I, we note that Poor Table Habits refer to interfering with 
others appetites by ·t-~ords and actions , talking loudly, thro-rling food etc . 
Profane refers to using four letter vTOrds , uses name of God in vain, 
vulgar. Troublenaker refers to causing the children to get upset , doing 
things to get them into trouble, etc . Carelessness refers to being 
forgetful , avnmar dness , breaking objects by mistakes . Noisy is explana-
tion of itself . The children in Group A according to the figures shown 
seem to be having the greatest difficulti es in areas that involved talk-
ing . Though normal children nay at one time or another do these sane 
acts it must be kept in mind that iri.th emotionally dicturbed children, 
it is corried to an excess and becomes objectionable to the ho. te , school 
and community. \·lith the emotion.:.1.lly dist'UI'bed child, v1ho has been unabl3 
to manage his frustrations every act is V'3ry o::'tcn n •. :.gniiicd in an 
c~fort to compensate for the extreme degree of inner tensions that are 
being felt and cannot be successfully handled in an acceptable ma11ner . 
'lhe children in Group A found the particular items of behavior just 
mentioned as the means they used most to eA~ress their frustrations . 
It is also noted in Group A that 13) Slipshod 1-10rk and 20) Stay by 
self had particularly high frequency during the first and second six 
ueeks . No increase during the seccl"f· siX ,;..:e:·::· n s no·\..c,: . . : )r c~the::.' 
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item. Slipshod 1-1ork refers to not finishing the job, not carrying out 
instructions and poor Hor1·: . Stays by self refers to Hithdrm·Iing from 
group activity, goes to r oom freque.."ltly alone, goes for wall~s frequently 
alone, etc . Table 2 sho1-1ecl that a nUr:lber of children in Group A at the 
time oi.' ac1mission shmved symptoms of poor adjustment to friends , lac1-
of frien~s, and inability to get along . The chilcxen seem to have diff -
iculty in the areas of relating to other people. 
Group B in addition to increases in Poor Table Habits, ?rofanity, 
Troubler.nldJig, C-=trelessness and Uoisy, also showed increases in 2) To 
Bed Disagreeably, lc) Defiant , and 21) Uncleanliness . To Bed Disagree-
ably refers to slou undressing, refusing to go to room, hlndering others 
getting to bed, etc . (See CR\PTER I for full details . ) Defiant refe~s 
to open reft.sal to do as asked, e.>:treme sauciness, disobed::.ent and 
stubborn . Uncleanliness refers to that of body, clothing and ro<Y.'l . The 
pattern of behavior as evidenced by these children does not permit the~ 
to live in their m-m homes, cot'lr"unity, or attend their choice of schools . 
The child seems to lash out in fury at the Horld. T'ne particular ite1~s 
of behavior as exhibited by these c:b.ildren shov1 the l::tck of ability to 
establish neanin~ful relationships . There is also a fundamental lack 
of responsiveness in these children . Their behnvior indicates the 
struGgle tha .... i:: going on in the child to resist the tenptation to becorae 
friendly •·r.ith !lnyone . 'lhese particular kinds of behavior are the man-
ifestations of the arL~ioty . All items of behavior mentioned and the 
whole list of negative items of behavior indicate an increased use of 
defensive measures and a further retreat from acceptable patterns of 
behavior. 
In comparing Group A and Group B for the t't-10 periods, some sign-
ificant figures are noted. Poor Table Habits increases during the secone. 
six weeks in both groups . However, there is greater increase in Group 
B. ..hile both gr oups had increased during the second six Heeks for 
Profanity, Group B had the larger incr ease . There are tHo other items 
of behavior that the writer feels relat es to Profanity, they are 
sexy and uncleanliness . Group A had an increase in uncleanliness but 
not as great as did Group B. Group A decr eased in Sexiness while Gr oup 
B remained the same. The aver age in Group B is higher for both periods 
than it i s in Group A. 
In this aee group (adolescence) , there is an increased interest in 
sex, the children tend to be more slack in their habits of cleanliness 
and generally rebel more against the r ules as set up by their parents 
and society. However, it is inter esting that among the children 1-1ho did 
not make adequate adjustment s follorring dischar ge f r om Sweetser, these 
rTer e the particular areas for acting out . In the kind of behavior which 
is most objectionable to home, school and connnunity, the children seemed 
to experience a greater dec ompositi on of controls . 
From Table 5, it can be seen that both groups shoued i...'l'lcreas es 
during the s econd period in Nois:i.Iless . Again Group B. had higher averag( ~ 
frequency during the second period, though there had not. been too much 
difference in the first period . Tr oublemald.ng tvhile shorling increases 
during the second six weeks in both gr oups, had greater increase from 
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the first to -~he second period in Group A. The pattern seen in both 
groups indicated that behavior 'Which involved relating to and talking 
w.ith pebple had higher average frequencies in the first and second six 
weeks. stays by self '\mile making a sharp decrease for the second 
perioCl. in Group B maintaL'Tls the same average frequency in Group A. 
Group A had higher average frequency for both periods than did Group B. 
In Table I , the professional staff members rated certain items of 
behavior as more serious than others . Tne items of behavior wi th the 
hi ghest score in terms of seriousness were: steals , truancy, sro.:y, moody~ 
cruel, wets bed, destructive, masturbates , temper t~trums , sick, stays 
b,y self, and lies . Stealing and truancy were scored as the mos t serious 
kinds of behavior. 
Some of these :items have already been discussed in comparing the 
two groups. In Group A, there was a decrease noted :in stealing during 
the second period . At the same t ime it must be pointed out that the 
behavior occurred only to a very negligible degree in the first six -v1eeks . 
Truancy , while it increased during the second period for Group A, still 
had a very lo-vr average frequency . Group B, though the frequency was 
low·, used this means of expressing frustration more often than did Group 
A. It should be noted that for certain children in Group B truanting 
was a principle means of expressing their frustration and led to their 
placement in a more controlled enviromnent that offered more protection 
to them. 
Moodiness occurred in both groups l·dth a rather high average f r e-
quency . Again, Group B. had higher average frequency in both periods 
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-'-,han did Group A. Hm·rever, Grou~ B had a sharper d-.. crease for the second 
period than did Group A. Th.e i tern designated as stays by self may be 
r elated to moodiness . Int erest ingly, children in Group A tended to 
stay by themselves mor e often than t he children in Group B. The vrriter 
l·rould make a distinction bet-v;een the two vri th moodiness , often being 
an indication of more instability and uncertainess a s to hol-r to handle 
t he day by day living situation. 
The childrBn in Group B tended t o be more cruel than did the child-
ren in Group A. llie difference is not large enough to be truly sign-
ificant . 
Ma.sturl:::ation did not occur in either during either period. In 
explaining this behavior and horr it should be marked, it is noted that 
only after physi cal evidence has been witnessed can this be marked on 
the child ' s chart . Unless a child rnasturl:a tes to an extreme, one would 
not tend to see t his or i f a child was seen i n an unguarded moment . As 
these a r e mainly adolescent children, they might tend to be more secretive 
about this act. As has been previously r.entioned, adolescence is a 
time of resurgence of sexual feelings . One writer would speculate that 
ui th the incidence of sexiness to the extent that it vms in Group B, 
some na.stur1:e.tion did occur . However, it was not uitnessed by the cottage-
parents . 
Bedwetting did not occur in Group A during either period and to 
-
such a minor a~ent in Group B that there is little actual difference 
between the tvro groups . Children in both groups m~re destructive with 
~ very low average frequency during both periods . 
Average frequency of children sick was l~r for both groups . Tantruns 
which involved kicking, screaming, cryin~ , falling on floor, thr~ling 
things on the floor had 101-1 :L'Ylcidence in both groUps . Neither groUp 
seemed to act out with destructive behavior. The writer would relate 
destructive behavior to carelessness . Destr uctive behavior involved 
deliberately br eaking things, continued accidental breakage and property 
dan~ge . Carelessness involves breaking objects by mistake, forgetful , 
thoughtlessness , awbm.rdness . It docs seem that to some extent an act 
~i~ht be considered destructive one day and carelessness the neA~ . 
It would be important to consider the mood of the cottage parents on 
the day that the act occurred and also the motivation and the dynamics 
operating in the child. 
Generally, the v1I'iter found that the average frequency on most 
items of negative behavior for both groops during the tv-ro periods showed 
more similarities than differences . '!he actual average frequency for 
most items of behavior tended to be near the same figure or -vli..th no 
outstanding increase or decrease. 
CH.\PTER V 
COlTCLUSIONS 
In unclertak:ing tlus study, the lli'iter posed several ~L'!.estions . 
They Here stated :in the first chapter of this thesis . Do the children 
il]ho n:lke adequate adjustnents shou sene greater degree of inner control 
during the initial placement period? Is there less aggressive behc1.vior 
exhibited in the adequate r;roup? Is the three month period of obser~­
tion long enough to zive soMe indication of the child 1 s potential for 
adjustment? Are the color intensity cmrts of sufficient value in in-
vestigating the c ot;.rse of a · child 1 s behavior ·r~hen not studied 1vi th the 
graph incidence charts? Is tl1is method of recordmg valid and Meanine-
ful to this agency and perhaps to other agencies? 
Anal ysis of the data gathered :in the process of do:ing this study 
has shovm·tha.t children in both groups acted out to the same degree 
during the initial placement period . On certain specific iter.s of 
behavior Group B had higher a vera~e frequency. Children in Group A 
though they n.1.de adequate adjustments folloum8 discharge .from Sweetser 
acted out to the same degree as did the chilnrm1 in Group B. Children 
who are referred to residential treatment centers for placeMent have not 
learned to handle their frustrations and r espond to s ociety with hostil-
ity, anger and other bizarre acts . The treatment centers aim touard 
helping these children return to their Olm homes , communities or schools . 
Of the tuo groups of children whose records and charts were ex-
aramed during this study, one group r eturned to normal far.d.ly situations 
and the other group did not . In exam:ining the behavior charts of the 
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ch~ldren, it seeMed to the vrriter that both gr oups had eqml anounts 
of aggressive behavior . On Table 5 fighting , destructiveness , trouble-
rnking, refusal to work, r efusal to study, bossiness and defiance were 
of the same average frequency :in both groups . Tnere 1·ms no less 
aggressive behavior in Group A than there '\·las :in Group B. 
The three month period of observation does give some :indication of 
the child ' s potential for adjustnent . Table 4 does show that children 
in Group A r ema:ined in care tHice as long a s children in Group B. ,Jhile 
truancy does not have a very hieh frequency in either ~roup , it is noted 
that by the second six weeks of placement, two of the children in Group 
B had run avr.ly from the Home . Examination of the individual charts 
and recor ds of the children in Group B shoH that at least five children 
in the group had terminated placeMent by the fifth nonth . The three 
month period of observation gives the agency time to evaluate what can 
be offered to the child . As Sueetser ma:intains a service program this 
period of time can be us ed to detem:ine if it is a child that can benefi·L 
f r om the treatrr~t program that the Home has to offer. 
In undertaki.YJ.g this study, it uas the m·iter ' s opinion that those 
children uho make adequate adjustments have a certain ar.1ount of spon-
taneous control of their behavior . In exa.".ininJ the behavior charts 
on the oosis of the average nw":'lber of times a certa:in kind of behavior 
occurred this statement has not pr oved true . Also the :rtore serious 
for ms of behavior have not diminished to such a degr ee to support the 
hypothesis of the t-~riter that there Hould be a noticeable decrease . 
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ClGarly, it is concluded that the rJTiter ' s expectation of variation~; 
of vTide range in behavior betvTeen the tuo groups have not been sho1m. 
The tuo groups tended to be quite alike :in their expression of f rustrati<lll · 
However, it has been clearly shom that those children 1-vho do not 
make adequate adjustments are more greatly disturbed at the til'le of 
admission . According t o the information taken from the case r ecords, 
the family situations of the two groups w-rere very much alike . Psychiatrjc 
examination at the time o~ adMission :indicated that in Group B three 
of the children were developing schizoid personalities . There Here ti-ro 
children in the gr oup considered personality pattern disturbances and 
t;.TO children vTi th psychoneurotic reactions . The r emamder of the child-
ren in the group w-1ere considered adjustment reactions of childhood . 
Because some of the children were sicker at the time of admission, 
it does raise some question in the w-Iriter 1s mind as to Hhether or not the:r 
should have been adnitted to the Home . Individl'al records sho1v that some 
of these children remained in r esidence for over a year. It has been 
fairly well determined that Sweetser-Children ' s Hone sponsors a service 
p r ogram-geared to children for whom the prognosis is good or at least, 
fair ly hopeful. The writer feels that Sueetser-Children 1 s Home should 
adhere t o this basic policy of treatment . Since ther e are so few insti-
tutions that are geared to the special needs of the very sick children, 
it is disheartening to think of not be:ing able to give some help to ther.; 
at S1·metser . As Sweetser serves only the children in the state of 1-fa:ine, 
perhaps more uorl-:: can be done to make the general public a1·.Jare of the 
critical circuw~tances for the severely emotionally disturbed child . 
Sweetser can certainly be helpful in the promotion of such progral.1S that 
would avaken the public interest to provide better facilities for the 
care of severely disturbed children . 
The viri·t.er has found in this study that the behavior charts are not 
of sufficient value in investigatine; the course of a child 1 s behavior 
when not studied with the graph incidence charts . The graph incidence 
charts show the individual ' s deviation from the group and the percentae;e 
of disturbance for which each child is r esponsible . The behavior charts 
alone cannot show the dev-i_ation of behavior in comparison with other 
children . This 1-m.s noted particularly in examination of the individual 
charts . If one accepts the theory that charts not i1eavily ~.e.rked indicate 
a fairly well child and therefore f::Ood adjustment , this statement can be 
disputed on bs.sis of children who show little a;:;eression. Thouch they 
do not act out in aggressive .1.anner, these chilc.ren can be quite seriol.s-
ly ill . T'nis 1-vould shoiv up on the graph incidence charts as their 
devia-~ion fror• the nor1.al uould be too lo'.l • 
Recording of behavior has posed a preble~ for institutions . Even 
though the Hriter expected results of many differences bet-:Jeen children 
\Tho made adequate adjustments and those who did not, the s;ster. is 
considered a good one . It affords an opportmit.y to see throuch -•hat 
kinds of behavior the child is expressing his frustration . Also a daily 
recordine; of the behavior as an aid to pl.:21 ·:....11.g: ~ c r 'L'.; .;hi_C. :_::; ~.·.-.il1.1~ ::!.., . 
Though the writer did not investie;ate the cost of keepine; such a 
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record, it see¥ s to be a fairly sir-ple ~yste . and one that. could. be 
adapted for use by other agencies . ?nis syster1 provides the Home a 
pel'"1?..nent record. and overall pictu.re of the child 1 s bella vior ~1hile in 
residence . 1-1embcrs of the staff i'aniliar ui th the child and his problem 
and the Iio •. 1e 1 s treatnent goals can tum to this record and see the 
effects o~ the thera9eutic milieu and plan for this child ' s continued 
treatment . 
It should. be not,ed that thot'.gh the ~n·iter did not ..;et -i:,h:) e.~pecteO. 
results, when studied alone the clnrts are out of context 11ith t 11e o0her 
aspects o: tho child ' s tot.:1l situ.:ri:.ion . Alone the charts give no indica-
tion of the dynamLcs and lr-nm-rledee of the child 1 s si tuat.!.on that the 
staff :-:ust have :in pl::.nnine; for the child . 
There is some disagreement betr1::en professional staff and cotta.._;e 
parents on the importance of certaitl itcJr..s of ber.avivr. The cottage 
parents tend to n:ark quice heavily on the iter.:s of behavior Hhen they 
have nore contact 1-:ith ·Lhe children- table habits: 1-vork habits, study 
habits . The professional staff scored these items q~ite low as incica-
ti on of seriousness of behavior . It would be of interest to study th.e 
attitudes of the cottage parents on the items of behavior and perhaps 
some study could be done on the rranner that the cottage p3-rents do .lark 
their checklists . 
In studyin5 the negative items of behavior it ~-.:as the ,~riter 1 s 
thinking that some of them might be subject to the T'10od of the cottage 
par ents . The elenent of subjectivity r.ust always be kept in mind for 
using these charts for evaluating the child ' s behavior. 
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The behavior charts do serve as a good system of communication between 
cot tage parents and pr ofessional staff in planning the program of t r eat-
ment for emotionally disturbed children. 
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